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English translation:
Tom Enders Opinion Editorial in Süddeutsche Zeitung: Without
teamwork, it is impossible.
France and Germany have to come up with a new agenda to combat scepticism.
They should now act courageously and learn from each other. By Thomas Enders.
“There was a time when a few people dreamed of European unity. It has since become
the hope of many, and today it is a necessity for us all.” Konrad Adenauer recognised
this as long ago as ten years before the Élysée Treaty of 22 January 1963. The Treaty
gave the “necessity” a foundation – supported by the desire for reconciliation, lasting
Franco-German friendship, economic prosperity and a united Europe.
50 years late we can state that the “amitié franco-allemande” has achieved a great deal,
and Europe is a reality. Peace reigns on the continent, and in terms of gross domestic
product (GDP) the EU is the greatest economic power in the world.
This is why a good many people today see Europe as being without alternative. From
the historical perspective, this is wishful thinking. In 1913 hardly anyone was thinking of
war. Progressive thought and optimism determined mankind’s future prospects. And yet
the “Second Thirty Years’ War” began just a year later. Current debates in many
member states indicate that an end to integration and the disintegration of Europe is
possible even today. Despite the “Golden Wedding”, therefore, the rule applies: the
future has to be won, time and time again!
In my industry too, at the end of the 1990s there was a necessity to create European
integration in order to win the future. At that time the EADS project, with its FrancoGerman core, appeared to many to be a huge gamble. Today, we can proudly say that
despite highs and lows we have created an integrated, globally successful company
across national boundaries, and thus a strong part of Europe.
The common challenges and projects have united us and made us successful. In the
course of this I have found that far too often we talk about what divides the French and
Germans – and not enough about what unites us, which is many times greater and
which holds so much potential. EADS and Airbus are good examples.
Today I see in our company a generation of young Germans, French, British and
Spaniards growing up who approach Europe without any historical “baggage” and who
identify the forces and opportunities of globalisation more clearly than our generation. As
you know, teamwork is essential if Europe is to hold its own politically and in global
economic terms over the coming 50 years. The positive experience with our industrial
project has enabled the conviction in me to grow that a federal, integrated Europe is
necessary and also possible.

I also see the growth of Euroscepticism, however. To counter this, France and Germany
should now define a new European agenda that envisages at least two major objectives:
firstly, we must enhance the attractiveness and competitiveness of European industry.
To achieve that, we should learn from each other and act courageously. France recently
introduced initial steps to reverse the disturbing trend towards deindustrialisation.
Further steps must follow. This reminds us of Agenda 2010, which achieved a lot in
Germany but nevertheless is in danger of being dismantled again in certain parts.
Germany must not rest on its laurels. Growing public debt and new expenditure
programmes are worrying. Securing Europe’s competitiveness also means establishing
a harmonised energy policy and joining together to find answers to demographic
change. In light of falling birth rates, we need an orderly immigration and integration
policy. Otherwise, a patchwork of national policies, whether on energy or on immigration
and integration, will cause European industry to fall behind in globalisation.
The same applies to education and to research and development (R&D). Asia, including
China, is currently investing 3.5 percent of its GDP in R&D, while Europe is investing
only two percent. Europe is risking being left behind. A Franco-German tandem ought to
be a driving force for a future-oriented R&D strategy within the EU. We should make a
start on the 8th Research Framework Programme very quickly.
The second major task relates to common foreign and security policy. That is precisely
where the foundations were laid 50 years ago. It was followed by other, smaller
milestones, but these were largely symbolic. The challenges of today show that Europe
finally has to come together on matters of security and defence. Europe’s strongest
economic power, for example, must no longer stand on the sidelines (Libya being the
case in point) with reference to its special historical role while the French, British and
other Europeans put their lives on the line.
For reasons of security and economic policy, Paris and Berlin should also make every
effort to keep the British in the EU. Of course this should not be in a “Europe à la carte”,
but it would not be sacrilege to examine whether some of today’s EU powers would not
be better placed at national or regional level. After all, European integration is a trial-anderror process and does not follow a strict master plan.
France and Germany should show courage, along with patience and staying power.
More than ever there is a need to venture towards greater integration, to build a federal
Europe with strong subsidiary structures and on a free-market basis. We need a Europe
that will still be globally competitive and capable of action tomorrow. This is our mission
after 50 years of the Élysée Treaty. And for that, France and Germany have to set the
agenda jointly.
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